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Abstract: In this work, the decision probability of the handoff are modeled and simulated for smaller bandwidths. The smaller 
bandwidth is chosen just for simulation purposes and to demonstrate the applicability of the algorithm. The probability of handover 
and probability of incorrect decision in the handover is modeled. Two nodes of the network are modeled and the probabilities of four 
different states of the mobile node are also modeled. The results are presented for two cases with and without the probabilities of four 
different states of the mobile nodes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are number of networks and technologies available 
today to meet the market demands and the continuous 
changing needs of the markets. The technologies and the 
topologies of the networks are designed and developed based 
on the requirements per the market. The networks are 
designed to handle enough bandwidth, signal strength, speed 
of handling and processing of data, voice and videos. More 
importantly, the networks should provide the guaranteed 
security so that the data transmission is safe. This is an 
essential requirement for the corporates using these networks 
in their day to day work. Another important factor one should 
consider when designing these networks is there should be a 
reliable handover of the mobile nodes when the certain 
condition like movement of mobile node, bandwidth 
availability and signal strength are considered as a condition 
of handover. The challenge is how smoothly one can 
handover the mobile node seamlessly. 

Handover is performed when certain conditions in the 
network system are met. These conditions have been used to 
design multiple numbers of algorithms [1]. The conditions are 
based on the factors like bandwidth availability in the target 
network versus the present network, signal strength, 
movement of the mobile node, access delay. For example, 
when the user of the mobile node moves from one area to 
another area in a locomotive or an automobile, the handover 
happens based on the distance between the network node and 
the mobile node. If the distance of another network with 
respect to the position of the mobile node is less compared to 
that of the present one, handover happens. Similarly, the 
handover can happen if the received signal strength by the 
mobile node is less than certain threshold [1]. However, it 
must be built into the algorithm that if a mobile node is 
handed over based on the signal strength or movement of the 
mobile node, there should be availability of enough 
bandwidth in the target network. If bandwidth is not available, 
then the algorithm should also resolve such conflicts. These 
kinds of algorithms are already available in the literature [2]. 

While there is sufficient number of handover algorithms, there 
is lack metrics or gauge algorithm which measures the 
performance of the handover algorithms. The performance 
needs to be measured against certain criteria like number of 
successful handovers, number of incorrect decisions of 

handover etc. Hence it is required to develop a common 
method based on analytical models for better comparison. 
There are already some algorithms available which can 
measure the performance of the handover algorithms [3, 4]. 
The criteria used in these algorithms are based on received 
signal strength [3, 4]. There is another algorithm available 
which is based on the access delay [2]. The disadvantage of 
these algorithms is lack of robust analytical model in the 
structure. This gap in the measurement of performance of 
algorithms necessitated the concept of the Wrong decision 
probability model [6]. This model measures the number of in-
correct decisions made by the handover algorithms 
irrespective of the kind of decision criteria used for the 
handover. In other words, the wrong decision probability 
model measures the performance of the handover algorithm if 
it is based on bandwidth, signal strength or movement of 
mobile node.  

The performance of all the algorithms mentioned above are 
evaluated in the virtual environment and the measured 
performance is only applicable to the environment having 
conditions made in assumptions while developing the 
algorithms. The actual performance in real situation may be 
quite different from the simulated performance. Other 
algorithms can be found in references [7-20]. 

In this work, an improvement is made to the wrong decision 
model developed in ref [6]. Four different states of the mobile 
node [21] are considered in this work. The mobile node can 
stay in any of the two network nodes and in any of the four 
states. Semi Markov models are used to represent the actual 
scenario and the probabilities are considered to evaluate the 
performance of the two node network model.  

In this work, probability models are used to determine the 
probabilities of unnecessary handovers, missing handovers 
and wrong decisions for different decision times and for two 
different models, namely, baseline and proposed models. Next 
section present the mathematical models used in the analytical 
formulations. Section III describes the general algorithms 
used and section IV explains the simulated results based on 
MATLAB coding. Finally important conclusions are drawn in 
section VI. 
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2. ANALYTICAL MODEL 
There are two network nodes in the model, namely, 1n  and 

2n (P and Q). Assume that the mobile node is either in 
network node P or Q. The mobile node while in network 
nodes P or Q can be in any of the four states. These four states 
are: 

1. Cooperative State 

2. Malicious State 

3. Selfish State 

4. Failed State. 

 Definitions: 

 In Cooperative state, the mobile nodes are active in 
route discovery and packet forwarding, but not in DOS attack 
launching. 

 In Malicious State, the mobile nodes are active in 
route discovery and DOS attack launching. 

 In Selfish state, the mobile nodes are active in route 
discovery, but not in packet forwarding and DOS attack 
launching. 

 In failed State, the mobile nodes are not active in 
route discovery. 

 

The models proposed by Chi et. al [6] have only two network 
nodes with just one state, i.e. cooperative state of mobile 
node. 

The two models may be called as  

1. Baseline model (Proposed by Chi et.al [6]) 

2. Improved model (Proposed in this work)        

                                                                                                             

A. Baseline Model: 

Let there are two wireless networks. As mentioned in the 
baseline model [6], the probability that a mobile node 
continues to stay in the network node 1 is, 

1n2n2n1n

2n1n
1n PP

P
P


             (1) 

And, the probability that a mobile node continues to stay in 
the network node 2 is, 

1n2n2n1n

1n2n
2n PP

P
P


 ,            (2) 

Where, 1n  and 2n  are network nodes; 

1B and 2B  are maximum available bandwidth for the two 
networks; 

ninjP  is the probability of mobile node moving from node 

in  to jn ;  

 
Figure 1: Semi Markov State Two Node Network Model 

niniP  denotes the probability of mobile node continue to stay 

in in  after a time interval D.  

B. Proposed Model: 

In the proposed model as shown in fig.1, the probability that 
mobile node stays in node 1 is, 
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and the probability that a mobile node continues to stay in the 
network node 1 and in cooperative state is, 
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The probability that mobile node stays in node 2, 
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and, the probability that a mobile node continues to stay in the 
network node 2 and in cooperative state is, 

2222222222222   fcmcsccscfccn PPPPPPP
   

(6) 

Where, probability of the mobile node moving from failed 
state to cooperative state is given by, 

er
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P
covRe

2
1              (7) 

Probability of the mobile node moving from selfish state to 
cooperative state is given by, 

Max

Thr
cs TC

TCP 2              (8) 

Probability of the mobile node moving from cooperative state 
to selfish state is given by, 

Selfish
sc T

P 1
2               (9) 

Probability of the mobile node moving from cooperative state 
to malicious state is given by, 

attack

a
amc TN

kqP 1
2              (10) 

Probability of the mobile node moving from cooperative state 
to failed state is given by, 
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More details about these equations and nomenclature can be 
found in ref [21]. Handover probabilities are given by, 

2n1n2n1n2n1n PPPPHP           (12) 

Wrong decision probability can be computed from the 
unnecessary handover probability (UHP) and missing 
handover probability (MHP). The exact expressions for the 
probabilities can be seen in reference 6. The difference lies 
only in the computation of the probabilities 1nP and 2nP . 
Wrong decision probability is the summation of UHP and 
MHP i.e. 

MHPUHPWDP            (13) 

 
3. GENERAL ALGORITHM 
Only the band width is considered as the criteria for the 
handover. The general algorithm that is used in this simulation 
is similar to the one used in the reference 6.  

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section the simulation results are presented for a 
maximum bandwidth of the 16 in both the network nodes 1 
and 2. MATLAB is used for coding the probability models. 
The traffic density is varied from 1 to 15 and for six cases of 
the decision or life time of the mobile node. The decision 
times of 10 to 15 time units are modeled. The following 
factors are used in the simulations: 

 

 Life time of the mobile node = Decision time 

 Residence time = Decision time/4 

 Attack time = Decision time/4 

 Recovery time = Decision time/4 

 Selfish time = Decision time/4 

 probability of attack, qa=0.3 

 TCthr/TCmax = 0.01  

 ka/N=0.01  

 

 
          Figure.2: Handover probability versus Traffic    

                         Density for Baseline Model 

 
Figure.3: Handover Probability versus Traffic Density    
                           for  Proposed Model 
 

Fig. 2 shows the handover probability versus traffic density 
for baseline model for different decision times. It can be 
noticed that the handover probability is independent of the 
decision time. This assumption is not a valid assumption as 
per the baseline model proposed in reference 6. Because the 
conditions of the handover can change at the other networks 
when the decision times are large. For example, the 
bandwidth availability in the target network may change by 
the time the mobile node is actually handed over. 

 
Fig. 3 shows the handover probability versus traffic density 
for proposed model. These probabilities represent the reality 
as the handover probability varies with respect to the decision 
time. Also, the the handover probability is very high in the 
baseline model compared to the proposed model. 
 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the unnecessary handover probability 
versus traffic density for baseline model and poposed models 
respectively. It can be noticed that the unnecessary handover 
probabilities are less by around 50% in the proposed models. 
With the baseline models, the probability models are 
oversimplified and hence high values of probabilities.The 
probabilities start to take the reverse profile after D=10. 

Fig. 6 and Fig.7 show the missing handover probability versus 
traffic density for baseline model and proposed models 
respectively. It can be observed that the missing handover 
probabilities are less by around 70% in the proposed models. 
The results start to take reverse profile after the decision time 
of 15 time units. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this work the probability models are developed using four 
states of the mobile node namely, cooperative, selfish, failed 
and malicious states. The mobile node can move from any one 
of the state to other states. What is important in this model is, 
one the cooperative state is useful for the handover and all the 
probabilities moving from and into this state is considered for 
calculating the wrong decision probability. It is observed that 
the wrong decision probabilities are predicted much 
accurately by at least 60% higher than the baseline model 
proposed in reference 6. It is also demonstrated that at certain 
values of the decision time the results start to take the reverse 
profiles for the factors used in this model. Based on this one 
can decide on the values of factors for the kind of 
probabilities that is of interest to the user. These models can 
be further extended to consider the signal strength, movement 
of the mobile node, access delays etc. 
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Figure 4: Unnecessary Handover Probability versus    
                  Traffic  Density for Baseline Model 

 

 
Figure 5: Unnecessary Handover Probability versus Traffic 

Density for Proposed Model 
 

 

 
Figure 6: Missing Handover Probability versus Traffic 

Density for Baseline Model  
 

 
Figure 7: Missing Handover Probability versus Traffic 

Density for Proposed Model 
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